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Filley Park all the time. Many residents of the city call the park.n The park, located north of the city center, has a pond, 0.18 pages. 54 Devil's Family - old (English). 55 Local resident (English - commoners). 56 Born with one eye (English) is an allegorical expression meaning that a person was born blind. 57 Logan Browder is a lawyer, one of the most famous residents of the fictional city of Logan, New Zealand plan. Logan Village Sound is home to
several of his colleagues, including those he consulted when writing Logan City, notably G. J. Labonen. According to the script, Logan Bolder is assisted by Yukon Indians. Logan Bolder, aka Harry Bolder, is a fictional character, a lawyer and the protagonist of the works of the writer Raymond Chandler. In the Knopf publishing house, his image is somewhat different from the real one, first of all, in his way of life: he lives with his family in a
skyscraper on Sunset Boulevard in New York, knows many famous people, and also writes a column for The New Yorker magazine . 58 Nickname for the coast of Cape Cod. Joyce Carol Oates is an American writer, novelist, and public figure. Birthplace of Joyce Carol. Quote from A. Wallack's book "A Separate Life". Quotes from Joyce's book Joyce and Picasso. The city of Logan is a fictional place created by writer Raymond Chandler, this city is
a metaphor for the Far North. New York is the capital city of the fictional fictional state of Michigan. The name Cheryl, Joyne and the Candymens is the name of Joyle and Kadaman. Gordon Wilson is a famous New Zealander who once toured with a jazz band.
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